How many years
is 4 score and 7?

Twenty-one

Design a new
coin.

What does a UFO look like? Draw one!

At the store, you spend $12.83. You
give the cashier $20.00. How much
change do you get back?

Draw an insect with the following features:
very big wings
Skinny legs
Curved feelers
A rounded head
A rectangular thorax
A very fuzzy abdomen
Very big eyes
The weather right now:

Draw an angle that is 35º. Turn it into a mouth.

temperature:

Instructions: Underline the verb phrases in the following
sentences. Watch for the helping verbs!

This is not
a ﬁbble.

1. We should go dancing on Wednesday
2. The thunder was booming all night.
3. We must have reminded you three or four times.

This is not
a ﬁbble.

This is a ﬁbble.
This is a
ﬁbble.
This is not
a ﬁbble.

This is a
ﬁbble.

4. I can see his point of view.
Draw a ﬁbble.

An “A” insect is an ANT.
A “C” dessert is
A “B” vegetable is
An “S” sport is
An “S” piece of clothing is
An “R” ﬂower is
A “D” piece of furniture is
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Draw something that is not
a ﬁbble.
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Can you remember all of the helping verbs? Fill in the missing
ones. Hint: (If you can’t remember, see Page number Twelve for the full list.)

Group 1: is, am, are, ______, were, be, being, been

Twenty-Two
90000
- 87654

87654
+98765

Group 2: has, have, _____
Group 3: _____, does, did
Group 4: shall, will, should, _______

The weather right now:

Group 5: may, might, ________, can, could
temperature:

Write your name in disguise.

Capitalize each word that needs a capital letter.
1. where are henry and minny living?
2. i wish i could go to yellowstone national park with dad.

Draw an ant’s eye view of
you in your shoes.

3. do you ever shop at cellcone bay electronics?
4. my uncle ribbit is a frog.
5. sally lives in france.
6. i was born in new york, new york.
7. we will be visiting lincoln elementary school.
8. Eloise speaks italian ﬂuently.

Draw each type of cloud:

cumulus

cirrus

stratus

nimbus
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Make this
cube
transparent.

Make this
cube
translucent.

Make this
cube
opaque.
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Twenty-Three

Helping verbs are often connected to other words
in a contracted form. Write out the words that make
up the contraction in the space below each sentence.

Draw a tundra landscape that
includes some native animals.

1. We would’ve seen elephant if it had been blue.
2. She’s being very crabby tonight.
3. I’ve roller skated one last time.
4. We couldn’t hop all the way to the party.

Draw a drinking glass from each of the following perspectives:

Top

Bottom
Make these lines
into letters from
your name.

Give this rocket a great
paint job and some
scenery.

Side
Draw your ﬁngerprint.

Things that are shaped like a triangle:

The weather right now:
Fill this blender with
things that will make
a tasty and healthy drink.
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temperature:
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Write your name forwards
and backwards.

8 1837

Twenty-four

The weather right now:

temperature:
Draw the stars in your favorite
constellation.

Draw the shape that comes next:

Color this

In sentences that are questions, the verb phrase
is often separated by another word. Underline
the verb phrases in these questions:
1. May I be your friend?
2. Where was the tiger last seen?
3. Have you been here long?
4. Are you going to go soon?
5. Will you run for president next year?

What is growing in these pots?
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Draw a musician at work:
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